S1. Photoluminescence mapping
In order to determine crystals containing single-layer MoS 2 in both crystal polytypes, we have used a confocal microscope setup to map the areas with photoluminescence. Photoluminescence image of the 2H crystal. All scale bars correspond to 20 µm.
S2. Raman spectroscopy
We have used the Raman spectra to determine the layer number in both crystal polytypes. 2, 3 We have used the frequency difference between the A 1g and E 2g peaks. 
S3. Atomic force microscopy
We have also confirmed the Raman results using atomic force microscopy (AFM). confirm the layers assigned using Raman spectroscopy. Each layer was roughly 0.8 nm.
S4. 2H-MoS 2 second harmonic microscopy
We have taken the 2H-MoS 2 SHG here. Stark contrast is shown with the 3R SH microscopy as shown in the main text. Figure S4 . SH mapped image of the 2H-MoS 2 crystal at a SH energy around 2.1 eV. We only see significant intensities from the odd-numbered layers of 1, 3, and 5 (as given in Figure S2 .)
S5. 3R-MoS 2 linear absorption
We have taken the linear absorption of the 3R polytype in order to correlate it with the results from SH spectroscopy. In the thicker layers our results agree with previously reported bulk linear absorption.
3 Figure S5 . Linear absorption of 3R-MoS 2 . We can observe the same features and trend reported in the main text for the SH spectroscopy. The B-exciton feature at around 2.0 eV experiences a larger red shift compared to the A-exciton. However, the peaks are much more clearly observed in the SH spectrum, which gives it advantages in studying these excitonic features.
S6. 3R-MoS 2 SHG phase considerations
Due to any potential refractive index changes which impacts the phase difference of the waves,
we have done an analysis of the potential effects of considering the phase difference from the fundamental and second harmonic waves.
In the following, we consider the case where the refractive indices of fundamental and SHG frequencies differ most, namely between infrared fundamental energies (n ~ 4) and second harmonic energies near the exciton peaks (n ~ 6) 4-6 . This will give us the maximum loss due to the phase accumulation. The wave-vector difference ∆ , between the fundamental and SH light is:
The additional negative is due to the reflection geometry of the optical setup. For SHG, the field is typically written as:
While the single layer SHG from MoS 2 is usually presented without any phase factor due to the atomically thin nature (Kumar N, Najmaei S, Cui Q, Ceballos F, Ajayan P, Lou J, et al. Second harmonic microscopy of monolayer MoS 2 . Phys Rev B 2013; 87: 161403):
In our analysis where we do not assume any strong interlayer interactions, we treat each layer as optically independent, which allows us to model the individual electric-field from any layer within the 3R-bulk as:
Where ( − 1) results due to the indexing of the crystal, i.e. the top-most layer is 1, so the subsequent intensity is normalized to 1, and t is the crystal thickness. To account for the reabsorption of the second harmonic light, we introduce an exponential loss, . This is the attenuation factor at the second harmonic energy extracted from the single-layer linear absorption spectrum, i.e. = 1 − = − , the value of in our second harmonic energy range is roughly ~0.9 at the excitonic peaks to ~0.95 at sub-excitonic energies.
We can write the total SH light from N layers as:
Using this general equation as a function of the layer number, refractive indices, fundamental wavelength, and single-layer absorption we calculate some specific cases and compare them to experimental findings. First, we compare the difference introduced using the refractive index changes (Fig S6a) . Introducing the absorption we see that it lies much closer to the experimental data (Fig. S6b) . In addition to the plots in the figure above, we add in the loss terms (green and red, respectively) to the cases with no refractive index change and phase accumulation. Here, we use a single layer absorption of 0.05 (i.e. = 0.95), which is an approximate in areas away from the excitonic resonance. At the excitonic resonance the absorption should play an even larger role as there is a large increase, however the modeling of the SHG more complex due to the excitonic peak shifts. Figure S6b . Plotting the SHG modelled using refractive index changes and absorption changes.
Here, we use a single layer absorption of 0.05, which is an approximate in areas away from the excitonic resonance. At the excitonic resonance the absorption should play an even larger role as there is a large increase, however the modeling of the SHG more complex due to the excitonic peak shifts.
From the plot, the experimental data lies very close to the predicted SHG. We see that at six layers, deviations are actually very small, only apparent once it reaches 10 layers or so (which was obtained using the thicker parts of the same crystal). Additionally, we note that the green curve has no phase considerations and only considers the attenuation. Using only the reabsorption matches much closer to the experimental data than the case where there is no absorption. Hence, we conclude that while the refractive index changes play a role, it is actually minimal relative to the attenuation from reabsorption of the SH light within our experimental limit. Larger deviations as a result of the phase changes may appear after fifteen layers or so (~10 nm).
In conclusion we can summarize the two main causes for the deviation from the predicted N 
